
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of QC
inspector. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for QC inspector

Must be able to do complete inspections and clearly review those results with
setup and engineering personnel
Work quickly in a fast-paced production environment providing accurate
inspections
Verify inspection results using alternative inspection procedures as necessary
Create and make changes to existing reports for up-to-date customer
documentation
Assist in the development of new inspection routines and required fixtures
from either cad model or blueprint
Follow all production documentation (ie
Implementing the elements of client management system applicable to your
function
Your own safety and the safety of others who may be affected by client
business, whether or not the activity is under your direct control and
proactively participate in all safety matters affecting the construction of the
project
Preventing pollution to the environment, either by you or by others in project
Co-ordinating / attending the inspection testing and Punch listing activities
on behalf of client

Qualifications for QC inspector

Example of QC Inspector Job Description
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A demonstrated ability to adapt to overlapping demands and interruptions is
essential
The ability to look beyond the surface and to question individual situations in
order to find and communicate small, but potentially critical, details and
errors is essential
Must be able to meet the physical demands of walking and standing for over
80% of the day and be able to lift up to 50 pounds
Must be able to work outdoors in variable weather conditions including
extreme heat and cold, in a noisy environment
Must have a valid Oregon driver's license and a good driving record


